Abstract: A RMON agent system, which locates on a subnet, collects the network traffic information for management by retrieving and analyzing all of the packets on the subnet. The RMON agent system can miss some packets due to the high packet analyzing overhead when the number of packets on the subnet is huge. In this paper, we have developed a light-weight RMON agent system that can handle a large amount of packets without packet loss. Our RMON agent system has also been designed such that its functionality can be added dynamically when needed. To demonstrate the dynamic reconfiguration capability of our RMON agent system, a simple port scanning attack detection module is added to the RMON agent system. We have also evaluated the performance of our RMON agent system on a large network that has a huge traffic. The test result has shown our RMON agent system can analyze the network packets without packet loss.
Introduction
In traditional SNMP-based centralized network managements, a network manager collects information about network statistics from all of the agents and performs a specific management function, so it becomes a bottleneck due to its great processing load and a large amount of network traffic to the manager. The network management using RMON agent systems can reduce both the processing overhead of the network manager and the amount of traffic to the manager [1] . A RMON agent system locates on a subnet and collects network traffic statistics on the subnet, and transmits the information to the central manager when requested. The management information to be collected by the RMON agent systems are defined in RMON 1, and RMON 2 MIBs [2, 3] . RMON 2 MIB defines the management information on the network traffic statistics based on the upper layer (layer 3 or more) addresses, while RMON 1 MIB defines the network traffic statistics based on the data-link layer addresses. The RMON agent system captures all the packets sent on the subnet and analyzes the packet header to collect the management information defined in the RMON MIBs. So, when the number of packets is large, the processing(analyzing the packet header) load of the RMON agent system becomes great, and the RMON agent system may miss the packets that arrive while processing the packets already received. The traditional SNMP-based RMON agent system cannot easily extend its functionality dynamically [4] .
In this paper, we describe the development of a RMON agent system that can be used on a large network without packet loss. We have implemented the management information only in RMON 2 MIB, and the module structure of the RMON agent system is designed to minimize the packet processing overhead. Our RMON agent system is also designed such that a new functionality can be added dynamically while running, when needed. Our RMON agent system is light-weight in terms of the following two aspects: The first one is that we have designed a data structure including all of the basic RMON 2 MIB information such that redundant information can be eliminated as much as possible and the data structure can be maintained in memory; the second one is that we have designed the module structure to be light, and the network manager can start the RMON agent system just with basic functionality only, and after that, a new functionality can be added when needed. To demonstrate the dynamic reconfiguration capability of our RMON agent system, a simple port scanning attack detection module is added to the RMON agent system. We have also evaluated the performance of our RMON agent system on a large network that has a huge traffic. The test result has shown our RMON agent system can analyze the network packets without packet loss.
Section 2 describes our RMON MIB data structure and the module architecture of our RMON agent system and the description of each of the modules. Section 3 describes the implementation of the RMON agent system and a port scanning attack detection module that is added to show the dynamic reconfiguration capability. Section 4 describes the performance evaluation of our RMON agent system, and in Section 5, we conclude our paper. and the overall architecture of our RMON agent system. The RMON agent system collects the network management information on the subnet and sends it to the network manager when requested. The architecture of our RMON agent system is shown in Fig. 1 . The communication between the network manager and the RMON agent system is done using HTTP, which allows an easy access from the network manager to the RMON agent system. 
RMON MIB Data Structure
We have implemented RMON 2 MIB only in this paper. RMON 2 MIB defines the management information to be collected by a RMON agent system. RMON 2 MIB consists of 10 groups and, each of which consists of a control table and several data tables. The control table defines a function that describes how to collect the required management information in a data table. In RMON 2 MIB, there was a number of information that was defined redundantly in many groups. For example, IP addresses of source and destination nodes are defined in many groups, so we have to store and maintain such kind of information in multiple places redundantly. In this paper, we have designed a RMON data structure to reduce the redundancy as much as possible. The reduced RMON data structure can be maintained in main memory to minimize the access time to the required table. We have represented each of RMON control tables as an independent table, and all of the data tables have been connected using a hash table whose access key is a source IP address. Fig. 2 shows a RMON data structure represented as a linked list using a hash table.
Request Analysis Module
The request analysis module interprets the requests from the manager and sends the result to the agent management module. The management operation requested from the manager includes the request of management information, the addition of a plug-in module that collects new management information, or the deletion of a plug-in module, etc. The request analysis module returns the response from the agent management module back to the manager. The RMON agent system returns the requested management information in XML form, which can be handled easily by the web browser.
Fig. 2. RMON MIB data structure

Packet Capture Module
The packet capture module retrieves all of the raw packets from the subnet and stores to the packet buffer queue. We used the libpcap packet capture library to retrieve the packets. To minimize the overhead of capturing and copying packets, the number of bytes to be captured in each packet is set to only include the protocol header of the packet. The packets stored in the packet buffer queue are shared among the packet capture module and the plug-in modules which analyze the packets to collect management information.
Agent Management Module
The agent management module performs the core functions of the RMON agent system such as the following:
• Control to all of the modules in the RMON agent system that is executed in a separate thread; • Add, delete, or update a plug-in module through the plug-in manager module; • Distribute the packets stored in the packet buffer queue among the plug-in modules through the plug-in manager module;
• Store the management information collected by the RMON agent periodically to the disc storage.
Plug-in Manager Module
The plug-in manager module controls the plug-in modules which analyzes the packets and collects necessary management information. It also delivers the packets received from the agent management module to the plug-in module. To minimize the packet copying overhead, only the pointer to the packet in the packet buffer queue is delivered. The type of messages delivered from the plug-in manager module to the plug-in modules is shown in Table 1 . 
XML Generation Module
The XML generation module receives management information from a plug-in module and converts it to a XML document to be sent to the network manager [5] . The agent management module receives the XML documents from the plug-in modules and combines them into a complete XML document to be delivered to the manager via the request analyzer module or to be stored to the disc storage. Fig. 3 shows an example of XML documents generated by the XML generation module. Fig. 3 . XML document generated by the XML generation module
Plug-in Module
The plug-in module which is executed in a separate thread analyzes the packets retrieved by the packet capture module and collects the required management information. We can set accordingly the number of plug-in modules that collect RMON management information in order to minimize the number of packet losses during analyzing. We can add the functionality of the RMON agent system by preparing the plug-in module that executes the function, and simply adding it through the plug-in manager module. For the dynamic control (addition, suspension, or deletion) of the added plug-in module, the plug-in module must have the structure as shown in Fig. 4 . The plug-in manager module controls the plug-in module according to the messages shown in Table 1 . The message handler of the plug-in module parses the message from the plug-in manager module and performs the required operation. The packet analyzing module analyzes the packets in its packet queue. To minimize the packet copying overhead, there are only pointers to the actual packets in the packet queue of the plug-in module. If the message from the plug-in manager module is 'GetData', the message handler sends the collected management information to the XML generation module and requests to convert it into the XML document. The message handler sends the XML document to the agent management module though the plug-in manager module.
Fig. 4. Structure of the plug-in module
Control Message Between The Network Manager and The RMON Agent System
The communication between the manager and the dynamic RMON agent system is done by HTTP. We have added a ISAPI [6] module 'RMON' to the web server for the dynamic RMON operation. The URL to access the dynamic RMON agent system has the following form:
http://rmon_host/RMON ?command=<commandString >&arg1=<argument1>&arg2=<argument2>& ... 'command' specifies the RMON operation to be performed by the dynamic RMON agent system. The type of operation to be performed is shown in Table 2 .
Packet queue management
The packets captured by the packet capture module are stored in the packet buffer queue in the agent management module. The packets are needed by the plug-in modules to analyze and collect necessary management information. The packets are distributed by the plug-in manager module to the packet queues in the plug-in modules. To minimize the overhead due to packet copying, the plug-in manager module copies to the packet queue in the plug-in modules only the pointers to the actual packet in the packet buffer queue. Thus, the packets in the packet buffer queue are shared among the plug-in modules by the pointers in the packet queues as shown in Fig. 5 . Each packet in the packet buffer queue has a reference counter which denotes the number of plug-in modules sharing the packet. After the plug-in module processes a packet pointed by the pointer in its packet queue, the reference counter to the packet is decremented. When the reference counter becomes 0, the packet is deleted from the packet buffer queue.
Fig. 5. Sharing of packets among plug-in modules
Implementation of Our RMON Agent System
We have implemented our RMON agent system using Visual C++ on Windows XP, and have used 'winpcap' packet capture library [6] for packet capturing. The management information is returned from the RMON agent in XML document. Fig. 6 shows the result returned from the RMON agent for the request of management information. We have used a low-level standard C file I/O library to improve generating XML files instead of Microsoft's XML parser APIs. The functionality of our RMON agent system can be extended dynamically by simply adding a new plug-in module. To show the dynamic reconfiguration capability of our RMON agent system, we have implemented a simple port scan detection plug-in module and added it to our RMON agent system. Port scanning attack is done by a malicious user to find a system's weak point for future attacks. There are many ways of detecting port scanning attacks [7, 8] . In this paper, we have implemented a simple port scanning attack detection to simplify the implementation of the plug-in module. Fig. 7 shows the flow of the port scan detection module. The agent maintains a host list table that sends packets to the host. Each entry of the host list table contains the source IP address, the packet inter-arrival time among successive packets from the source, and the number of ports to which the source sends packets. We have classified a packet as a port scanning attack packet from a malicious host if the packet inter-arrival time from the host is less than T_THRESHOLD (time threshold) and the number of ports to which the host sends packets is greater than PC_THRESHOLD (port count threshold).
The port scan detection plug-in module is dynamically added to the RMON agent system. Fig. 8 shows the result when the RMON agent system detects the port scan attacks. 
Performance Evaluation
We have performed two experiments of our RMON agent system using a computer that has a Pentium 4-1.7GHz single CPU and 512MBytes main-memory.
We have performed the experiments for 2 minutes on 10Mbps and 100Mbps networks, respectively. In the experiments, a large number of packets were generated using FTP applications among many clients and servers. We have evaluated the resource utilization of the RMON agent system to see the number of packet losses and the processing overhead of the RMON agent system. Table 3 shows the resource utilization of the RMON agent system. As shown in the table, there were no packet losses on both numbers, and CPU utilization was less than 10 % on the 10 Mbps network, and less than 20% on the 100 Mbps network. Fig. 9 shows the maximum number of packets remained in the shared packet queue according to the number of packet analysis threads. As shown in the Fig., for a given number of packet analysis threads, the number of packets remained in the shared packet queue has increased for some time, but the maximum number of packets in the queue was saturated to a certain value (about 110 packets in the case of 1 thread, and about 45 packets in the case of 5 threads, etc.). In this result, we can see the required packet queue size according to the number of packet analysis threads, and select the best tradeoff between the number of packet analysis threads and the amount of packet queue when the amount of traffic on the network has been expected. 
Conclusion
We have described the development of a dynamic RMON agent system whose functionality can be added dynamically when needed. The RMON agent system was designed to have a low processing overhead in order to be used effectively on a large network that has a huge amount of traffic. The packet capture module and the packet analysis modules (the plug-in modules) are separated to be executed in independent threads, and the number of packet analysis modules can be conFig.d according to the amount of traffic on the network in order to minimize the packet loss due to the packet processing overhead. The plug-in modules can also be added dynamically when the network manager needs. To show the dynamic reconfiguration capability of our RMON agent system, we have developed and added a simple port scanning attack detection plug-in module to the agent system. The performance evaluation result of our RMON agent system demonstrates that is has no packet loss and shows a low processing overhead (CPU load less than 20 % on a 100 Mbps network with 70 % network traffic load). The number of packets in the shared packet queue was shown to decrease as the number of packet analysis modules increases, and the number of packets in the packet queue remains saturated to a certain value, which shows the required packet queue size according to the number of packet analysis modules.
We plan to extend our RMON agent system in order to have the network intrusion detection capability by adding a plug-in module that detects network intrusion and notifies the event to the manager.
